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Abstract
A general 2eld–circuit coupling mechanism for electromagnetic models is presented. The topological treat-
ment of the circuit allows for a well-de2ned choice of coupling unknowns and equations, both for couplings
of magnetic 2elds to magnetic circuits and couplings of magnetic 2elds to electric circuits. The properties
of the resulting systems of equations are studied and appropriate iterative solution techniques are proposed.
Three technical examples demonstrate the modelling 7exibility provided by 2eld–circuit coupling.
c© 2003 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Circuit simulation is close to technical understanding, o<ers fast models, but requires skilled en-
gineers to derive appropriate lumped parameters for insertion in the circuit model. A simulation
approach based on a discretisation technique is more suited for models with arbitrary geometries,
complicated excitations, eddy currents and ferromagnetic saturation, it is commonly automated up
to a certain extent, but it may require a considerable computational e<ort. For many electrotechni-
cal problems, a circuit model may provide a su=cient accuracy for a part of the model, whereas
the remaining part requires a two-dimensional or three-dimensional discretisation, e.g., by the 2nite
element (FE) method (Fig. 1). In that case, hybrid 2eld–circuit coupled models o<er an optimal
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Fig. 1. Three-phase induction machine model: (a) external electric circuit (thick and thin lines indicate twigs and links,
respectively) and (b) magnetic 7ux lines in the two-dimensional FE model part.
trade-o< between simulation accuracy and problem size. They require less simulation time compared
to fully discretised models. Moreover, the presence of technical values such as voltages and currents
trigger the engineer’s experience and may help to detect conceptual and modelling faults at an early
stage of the design. In this paper, the coupling between FE and circuit models is developed such
that the sparsity and symmetry of the original FE system is preserved. The method does not restrict
to particular circuit layouts. The massive conductors, the windings and the magnetic 7ux gates of
electrokinetic and magnetodynamic FE models may be interconnected through an arbitrary circuit
consisting of resistors, capacitor, inductors and voltage and current sources. The method automat-
ically indicates topological de2ciencies in the circuit and leads to a coupled system of equations
with well-determined properties, which enables the application of well-established iterative solution
techniques.
2. Topological circuit model
We consider circuits which may consist of several disconnected parts and contain elements which
are coupled through a FE model (Fig. 1a). A loop is a closed path through the circuit [1]. A cut-set
is de2ned as a set of branches which upon removal would cause the number of disconnected circuit
parts to increase by 1. A tree is a set of branches connecting all circuit nodes without forming loops.
Tracing a tree through the circuit is done by selecting branches following a priority rule which will
be de2ned below. The tree branches are called twigs, the remaining branches are called links and
form the co-tree. A fundamental cut-set is formed by 1 twig and the unique set of links completing
the cut-set. A fundamental loop consists of 1 link and the unique path through the tree closing the
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loop. The fundamental cut-sets and loops form maximal independent sets for the cut-sets and loops
of the circuit, respectively. The tree partitioning is algebraically represented by the fundamental
cut-set matrix D and the fundamental loop matrix B containing the signed incidences of the circuit
branches to the fundamental cut-sets and loops, respectively. When the twigs are ordered 2rst, the
fundamental incidences matrices have the form D=[I Dtw; ln] and B=[Bln; tw I ], where the subscripts
“tw” and “ln” indicate twigs and links or the associated fundamental cut-sets of loops, respectively.
A fundamental property of circuit theory is the relation Bln; tw =−DTtw; ln [1]. Applying the Kirchho<
current law (KCL) and the Kirchho< voltage law (KVL) to the fundamental cut-sets and loops,
respectively, results in the expressions
[I Dtw; ln]
[
Itw
Iln
]
=
[
0
0
]
; [Bln; tw I ]
[
Vtw
Vln
]
=
[
0
0
]
; (1)
with I and V denoting currents and voltage drops. Because the fundamental cut-sets and funda-
mental loops form linear independent sets, the relations in (1) are not over-determined as would
be the case if a Tableau analysis would be applied [1]. The circuit theory recalled here, does not
restrict to electrical circuits. It can also be applied to e.g., magnetic and thermal circuits.
The priority used for the decomposition in tree and co-tree distinguishes between 2ve categories
of circuit branches based on the form of the relation between the voltage drop and the current of
the branch:
(1) For an independent voltage source, the voltage drop is known a priori.
(2) A voltage-driven branch is a branch for which it is possible to express the voltage–current
relation by
Ibr = YbrVbr + fbr;coup; (2)
where Ybr is the admittance of the branch and fbr;coup is a coupling term.
(3) A voltage/current-driven branch is a branch for which both expressions (2) and (3) are appli-
cable.
(4) A current-driven branch is a branch for which a voltage–current relation in terms of the branch
impedance Zbr exists, i.e.,
Vbr = ZbrIbr + fbr;coup: (3)
(5) For an independent current source, the current is known.
A tree is constructed while selecting branches in the order of priority indicated by the list above.
By construction, the priority of a twig is greater or equal to the priority of all links belonging to
the associated fundamental cut-set. Similarly, the priority of a link is less or equal to the prior-
ities of the twigs of the corresponding fundamental loop. The tree partitioning procedure favours
voltage-driven branches and current-driven branches to be selected as twigs and links, respectively.
Voltage/current-driven branches take over the properties of voltage-driven branches or current-driven
branches depending whether they are selected for the tree or the co-tree, respectively. The exceptional
cases when independent voltage and current sources show up in the co-tree and the tree, respectively,
deserve a special treatment. If an independent voltage source appears in the co-tree, the correspond-
ing fundamental loop only contains independent voltage sources. If the KVL is satis2ed for this loop,
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the independent-voltage-source link can be omitted. Otherwise, the circuit problem has no solution.
An analogous reasoning applies to the cut-set associated with an independent-current-source twig.
The circuit branches are indexed and sorted in the following order: independent-voltage-source
twigs (“twv”), voltage-driven twigs (“two”), current-driven twigs (“twu”), voltage-driven links
(“lnu”), current-driven links (“lno”) and independent-current-source links (“lni”). The fundamen-
tal cut-set and loop matrices are partitioned accordingly

I 0 0 Dtwv; lnu Dtwv; lno Dtwv; lni
0 I 0 Dtwo; lnu Dtwo; lno Dtwo; lni
0 0 I 0 Dtwu; lno Dtwu; lni

 ;


Blnu; twv Blnu; two 0 I 0 0
Blno; twv Blno; two Blno; twu 0 I 0
Blni; twv Blni; two Blni; twu 0 0 I

 : (4)
The zero entries at position (3; 4) in D and (1; 3) in B are due to the application of the priority rules.
A fundamental cutset associated with a current-driven twig cannot contain voltage-driven branches
since these have a higher priority. The symmetry property of the fundamental cut-set and loop
matrices carries over to their subblocks: Ba;b =−DTb;a for each subscript a and b.
The voltage drops and currents of the independent sources are collected in the vectors Vtwv and
Ilni, respectively. The voltage–current relations are based on the positive-de2nite diagonal matrices
Gtwo, Glnu, Rtwu, Rlno and the coupling terms qtwo;coup, qlnu;coup, ptwu;coup and plno;coup. Two sets of
unknowns are introduced: the voltage drops Vtwo along the voltage-driven twigs and the currents
Ilno through the current-driven links. The currents through the current-driven twigs and the voltage
drops along the voltage-driven links are
Itwu =−Dtwu; lnoIlno − Dtwu; lniIlni; (5)
Vlnu =−Blnu; twoVtwo − Blnu; twvVtwv: (6)
Expressions (2), (3), (5) and (6) are substituted into (1) yielding a mixed formulation for the circuit
problem[
G∗two Dtwo; lno
−Blno; two −R∗lno
][
Vtwo
Ilno
]
+
[
q∗two;coup
p∗lno;coup
]
=
[−Itwo; src
Vlno; src
]
; (7)
with the symmetric, positive-de2nite Schur complements, the coupling terms and the source terms
G∗two = Gtwo − Dtwo; lnuGlnuBlnu; two; (8)
R∗lno = Rlno − Blno; twuRtwuDtwu; lno; (9)
q∗two;coup = qtwo;coup − Dtwo; lnuqlnu;coup; (10)
p∗lno;coup = plno;coup − Blno; twuptwu;coup; (11)
Itwo; src = Dtwo; lniIlni − Dtwo; lnuGlnuBlnu; twvVtwv; (12)
Vlno; src = Blno; twvVtwv − Blno; twuRtwuDtwu; lniIlni: (13)
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Fig. 2. (a) Magnetic-2eld, magnetic-circuit coupled model, (b) circuit representation and (c) 7ux wall FE shape function.
The symmetry of system (7) follows from the property Ba;b = −DTb;a. The spectrum of the system
contains ntwo positive eigenvalues and nlno negative eigenvalues with ntwo the number of voltage-driven
twigs and nlno the number of current-driven links [3].
3. Magnetic-eld, magnetic-circuit coupling
The 2eld–circuit coupling mechanism is explained for two-dimensional, linear time-harmonic mag-
netodynamic FE models. The generalisation of the 2eld–circuit coupling approach, to electrokinetic,
transient, nonlinear and three-dimensional models, is straightforward [2,4] and illustrated by the
examples below. The governing partial di<erential equation (PDE) is
− @
@x
(

@Az
@x
)
− @
@y
(

@Az
@y
)
+ j!Az =

‘z
V (14)
with Az the phasor of the z-component of the magnetic vector potential, ! the pulsation,  the
reluctivity,  the conductivity, V the voltage drop between the front and the rear of the model and
‘z the length of the model. Consider the two-dimensional computational domain fe of Fig. 2a. The
boundary @ is subdivided into :ux walls wall;p and :ux gates gate;p, alternating along @ and
ordered counter-clockwise. The magnetic vector potential is unknown but constant at each 7ux wall
and is called a :oating potential. The geometry of the device is triangulated. The linear FE shape
functions associated with the mesh nodes are denoted by Ni and Nj. The 7oating potential constraints
are enforced in the FE model by :ux wall shape functions Np and Nq obtained by gluing together
the individual FE functions associated with all mesh vertices at wall;p (Fig. 2c). At a 7ux gate,
homogeneous Neumann constraints are applied. The magnetic 7ux through the gate gate;p equals
the di<erence of the 7oating potentials at the neighbouring 7ux walls multiplied by the length of the
model: Ip= ‘z
(
Az;p+1 − Az;p
)
. The 7ux wall wall;0 is chosen as reference 7ux wall and gets a zero
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potential value. Applying the Galerkin procedure to (14) with the test and trial functions, {Ni; Np}
and {Nj; Nq} results in the algebraic system of equations[
Ki;j Ki;q
Kp;j Kp;q
][
uj
uq
]
+
[
0
gp
]
=
[
fi
fp
]
(15)
with uj and uq the FE degrees of freedom associated with the standard FE shape functions and the
7ux wall shape functions, respectively. The entries of the sti<ness matrix K , the load vector f and
the unknown boundary integral gp are given by
Ka;b =
∫
fe
(

@Na
@x
@Nb
@x
+ 
@Na
@y
@Nb
@y
+ j!NaNb
)
d; (16)
fa =
∫
fe

‘z
V d; gp =
∫
wall;p
(
−@Az
@n
)
Np d (17)
with @=@n the derivation along the normal vector at wall;p outward with respect to fe. The terms
gp correspond to the magnetic voltage drops between the two 7ux gates gate;p and gate;p−1. If
gp = 0, the magnetic 7ux can freely leave the FE model. This situation corresponds to a FE model
where the 7ux gates are connected to each other by an in2nitely permeable material.
It is possible to describe the closing of the 7ux outside fe by connecting the FE model to
an external magnetic equivalent circuit [6]. The magnetic circuit is partitioned using the following
priorities for twigs: magnetic voltage sources, magnetic reluctances, magnetic 7ux walls and magnetic
7ux sources (Fig. 2b). The coupled system of equations is

$mKi;j $mKi; lno 0
$mKlno; j $mKlno; lno + Rlno Blno; two
0 −Dtwo; lno −Gtwo




Ij
Ilno
Vtwo

=


$mfi
$mfp − Ilno; src
Vtwo; src

 : (18)
The FE system part is scaled by $m = 1=‘z in order to preserve the symmetry of the system. For
convenience, 7ux-like quantities Ij = ‘zuj are used as unknowns. The term $mKlno; lno represents the
contribution of the FE model part to the magnetic reluctance of the fundamental loops, whereas Rlno
represents the contribution of the external reluctances. Schur complements are required if 7ux walls
appear in the tree. These are not considered in (18) but follow the description of Section 2.
4. Magnetic-eld, electric-circuit coupling
Electric-circuit, magnetic-2eld coupled models are commonly applied for simulating electrical
energy transducers [7]. Two types of magnetically coupled circuit branches are considered
(Fig. 3):
• Eddy current e<ects in massive conductors are resolved by the solid conductor model. The total
current through the conductor is
Isol = GsolVsol −
∫
sol
j!Az d (19)
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Fig. 3. (a) Solid conductor model and (b) stranded conductor model.
with Gsol the DC conductance of the massive conductor, Vsol the voltage drop along the conductor
and sol the cross-section of the conductor with the FE model. Expression (19) is of the form
(2), hence, a solid conductor behaves as a voltage-driven circuit element.
• In many technical windings, the redistribution of the electric current can be neglected. The stranded
conductor model is based on the assumption of a homogeneous distribution of the current density:
Jstr =
Nstr
Sstr
Istr in str (20)
with Nstr the number of turns, Sstr the area of the cross-section str of the winding with the FE
model and Istr the applied current. The voltage drop along the winding is
Vstr = RstrIstr +
Nstr
Sstr
∫
str
j!Az d ; (21)
with Rstr the DC resistance of the winding. Expression (21) reveals that the stranded conductor
model has to be treated as a current-driven branch.
The coupled system of equations reads

Kfe Qfe; two Pfe; lno
QTfe; two $eGtwo $eDtwo; lno
PTfe; lno −$eBlno; two −$eRlno




ufe
Vtwo
Ilno

=


ffe
$eItwo; src
−$eVlno; src

 : (22)
with the factor $e =1=j!‘z symmetrising the coupled system. The entries of the discretised coupling
terms Qfe; two and Pfe; lno are given by
Qi; sol =−
∫
sol

‘z
Ni d; Pi; str =−
∫
str
Nstr
Sstr
Ni d: (23)
Solid-conductor links and stranded-conductor twigs are treated by Schur complementing as described
in Section 2.
The 2eld–circuit coupling mechanism is designed in such a way that, as much as possible, the
properties of the original FE part of the matrix are preserved. A few, relatively dense equations
modelling the circuit are added to the FE system matrix. In case of time-harmonic simulation,
the FE system part is complex symmetric, in case of transient simulation, symmetric and posi-
tive de2nite. The coupled system preserves symmetry, but not the positive de2niteness. Standard
block-preconditioned Krylov subspace solvers and a specialised algebraic multigrid approach are
described in [3,5] respectively.
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Fig. 4. (a) Two-dimensional FE model of a shaded-pole motor and (b) axisymmetric model of a dielectric heating device:
current lines in the device and in one of the electrodes.
5. Applications
The 2eld–circuit coupling approaches are illustrated by three technical examples. The 2rst example
is a magnetic-2eld, electric-circuit coupled model of a 45 kW, three-phase, squirrel-cage induction
machine (Fig. 1). The magnetic 2eld in the cross-section of the machine is modelled by 2nite
elements. Local e<ects such as eddy currents and ferromagnetic saturation are taken into account.
The supply, the stator end windings and the rotor ring are taken into account by additional lumped
parameters. The stator windings and rotor bars are represented by stranded conductor models and
solid conductor models, respectively. The topological description of the external electric circuit model
yields 148 circuit equations added to the FE system of equations. The 2eld–circuit coupling approach
enables the simulation of this hybrid model by means of a single system solution. The second
example is a two-dimensional transient nonlinear model of a shaded-pole motor (Fig. 4a). The
shading-ring and rotor-cage short-circuit connections and the external voltage source exciting the
main winding are modelled by an external circuit. The nonlinear simulation reveals the in7uence of
the saturation at the stator bridges on the motor behaviour. The third example is an electrokinetic
FE model combined with both an electric and a magnetic equivalent circuit, applied to a dielectric
heating device (Fig. 4b). A cylindrical dielectricum is placed between two circular electrodes. The
magnetic equivalent circuit applies the short-circuit connection of all magnetic paths. The heating
device is excited by an electric circuit containing a voltage source, a resistor and a resonant circuit.
This model serves as an example both for an electrokinetic 2eld to electric circuit coupling, which
is similar to the coupling developed in Section 3, and an electrokinetic 2eld to magnetic circuit
coupling, which is similar to the coupling developed in Section 4.
6. Conclusions
The topological treatment of circuits allows for the inclusion of FE model parts. The resulting
coupled systems of equations are symmetric and inde2nite and are solved by Krylov subspace solvers
with block preconditioning strategies. The 2eld–circuit coupled approach o<ers valuable modelling
facilities for electrotechnical devices.
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